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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for responding to the reviewers first round of comments.

Just a few minor alterations are needed to be considered before publication.

Line 122 - Delete 'District local government and one other local employer' and insert - 'These two providers' or similar. Read as repetitive and a bit clumsy.

Line 176 - 'its' needs clarifying. Are you referring to onboarding or commencement etc?

Line 194 - . Bonding was integrated... and provide a rationale for including it in two categories.

Line 518 - Just make sure this sentence is saying what you mean it to say. I stumbled over 'triangulated our data sources' - maybe addition of 'with' our data sources is what you are saying.

Line 543 - '...competitors for government...' sounds incomplete. Do you mean government resources or government services?

Line 559 - Sentence too long with too much information. I stumbled over 'has integrated' on Line 563. Please review.

Otherwise well done on this paper. It was a pleasure to review and I wish you good luck.
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